
QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST 
 

January 1 - March 31, 2021 

 

ISSUES 

 
1. Challenges facing parents and families. 

 

2.  Economic issues facing families. 

 

3.  The moral decline of America. 

 

The significance of these issues was determined from speaking with community leaders and 

citizens and by reading local newspapers and from local television news. 
 

 
 

PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMMING: 

 

Title:          FamilyLife Today 

Source:         FamilyLife Communications 

Host:          Dave & Ann Wilson 

Time:         Mon-Fri 4:30 pm 

Duration:        30 minutes 

 

Title:          Family Talk 

Source:         Family Talk 

Host:          Dr. James Dobson 

Time:         Mon-Fri 4:00 pm   

Duration:        30 minutes 

 

Title:          Focus on the Family 

Host:          Jim Daly 

Time:         Mon-Fri 9:00 pm 

Duration:        30 minutes 

 

Title:          MoneyWise 

Source:         Crown Financial Ministries 

Host:          Rob West & Steve Moore 

Time:         Mon-Fri 9:30 pm & Sat 3:00 pm 

Duration:        30 minutes 
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TREATMENT OF ISSUES: 
 

1.  Challenges facing parents and families.  
 

Family Life Today 

 

1/5/21 - Dr. Marcus Warner and Reverend Chris Coursey encouraged couples to cultivate joy in 

their marriage. They point out recent discoveries in brain science that are shown to increase joy 

in couples. 

 

1/12/21 - What's truly important when discipling our children?  Hosts Dave and Ann Wilson  

talked with author, Chap Bettis  about the myths we often believe about discipling our kids. 

 

1/28-29/21 - Wouldn't it be nice to have maintenance check-ups to make a marriage run more 

smoothly?  Dave and Ann Wilson talked with FamilyLife's own Ron Deal about practical 

thoughts on creating marital sparks and keeping the fire alive. 

 

2/10-11/21 - Do you catch yourself being rude, irritable, or resentful with your spouse? Bob 

Lepine and Dave and Ann Wilson, shared about how to make a fresh start. 

 

2/16-17/21 - Is your spouse mentally and emotionally draining you? Author Gary Thomas 

explained that when a spouse is controlling or has a murderous spirit, it might be necessary, in 

some circumstances, to walk away. Gary reminded us that a person who is anti-God eventually 

becomes anti-us.  Gary explained why sometimes separation or divorce can be a tool to remove 

the abusive behavior.  

 

3/2/21 - The death of someone close to us is one of the hardest things we will ever face.  Author 

Vaneetha Risner shared the story of how God met her after the tragic loss of her son and the 

healing his life still brings to others. 

 

3/4/21 -  Dave and Ann Wilson talked with author Vaneetha Risner about the devastation she 

faced in divorce and how God used it to bring about something more wonderful than she 

could’ve ever imagined. 

 

3/25/21 - Ron Deal talked with Lore Ferguson Wilbert about how to combat the insecurities that 

naturally arise in second marriages. 

 

Family Talk 

 

1/6/21 - This Family Talk broadcast will offered encouragement through Dr. Dobson’s classic 

interview with the late best-selling and marriage therapist, Gary Smalley. These two men 

discussed the ways that pride and hurtful words eat away at relationships. Gary also emphasized 

the importance of honor, respect and validation in every marriage. 
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2/15-16/21 - Bob Lepine discussed his new book, Love Like You Mean It (based on 1 Corinthians 

13), he explained that patience, kindness, and humility are like marital disinfectants which help 

wash away the toxins that can build up over time. 

 

2/24-25/21 - John Rosemond, author of A Family of Value, talked about parental discipline, 

strengthening marriage, and creating a stable family by emphasizing the “three R’s”–respect, 

responsibility, and resourcefulness. 

 

2/26/21 - Former NFL player Steve Fitzhugh discussed his passion to reach out to and teach kids 

who are surrounded by a culture of drugs, violence, and futility—and to help them understand 

that God has an amazing plan for their lives.  

 

3/8-9/21 - Cheri Fuller, author of Motivating Your Kids from Crayons to Careers, gave advice to 

parents about teaching and helping our kids learn, and urged parents to affirm their child’s desire 

to learn—and, if you don’t readily know the answer to his or her question, look it up together. 

 

3/12/21 - In today’s cell phone world of sexting, David Eaton, founder of Axis, urged parents to 

consider giving their teens a cell phone, which can only call, text without pictures, and use GPS, 

and gave advice on dealing with teens in our new tech world. 

 

3/19/21 - Patti Garibay, founder of American Heritage Girls (AHG), a Christian scout-type 

leadership development program, urged parents to prioritize their daughters’ faith formation 

ahead of academics or athletics, and they are 75% more likely to carry their Christian faith into 

adulthood. 

 

Focus on the Family 

 

3/8/21 - They were both convinced they had married the wrong person. Amber and Guy Lia 

faced so many tensions and personality clashes that they were tempted to give up on their 

relationship. The Lias shared what caused rifts in their marriage, how they began to address the 

issues and how they found true peace. 

 

3/13/21 - You have good seasons with your spouse…and not-so-good seasons. And sometimes, 

you just feel like married roommates. Dr. Greg and Erin Smalley shared ideas to communicate 

daily, to be intentional, and to create safety within your marriage so you can rekindle the love 

and spark you had at the beginning of your relationship. 

 

3/16-17/21 - You were so in love…now you’re contemplating a separation or divorce. Dr. Gary 

Chapman gaves hope for struggling marriages and practical steps you can take to give your 

marriage one more try. 

 

3/18-19/21 - It’s time to let your children grow up by giving up control of their lives! Hosts 

examined “planned emancipation,” where parents let teenagers take charge of their rooms, their 

friends, their music, and more.  They explained how to guide your kids, rather than fight with 

them over the rules. 
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3/22/21 - Pregnancy is an exciting and beautiful time in the life of a couple. But, let’s be honest, 

it can also be confusing and stressful—especially for first-time dads. Aaron Sharp shared how he 

learned to best support his wife during four pregnancies and prepare for fatherhood. 

 

3/25/21 - As a spouse, you have three roles to play—a friend, a partner, and a lover. Kevin 

Thompson explored those different roles—and challenges you to live them out by investing 

emotionally, mentally and physically in your relationship.  And gave five keys to save your 

marriage. 

 

3/31/21 - They noticed their 6-year-old son wasn’t feeling well, and a doctor’s visit confirmed a 

parent’s worst nightmare: cancer. Turner and Tara Simkins shared a powerful story about 

walking their son through cancer, and how they kept trusting God, even when the doctors said 

there were no more options.  

 

2.  Financial issues facing families. 
 

Family Talk 

 

1/4/21 - Countless families have been financially blindsided by the 2020 pandemic. On this 

edition of Family Talk, author and personal finance expert, Rachel Cruze, shared what we can do 

to get back on our feet. She and Dr. Dobson address people’s anxieties and behaviors toward 

money, and then identify biblical principles for becoming financially stable. 

 

MoneyWise 

 

1/4/21 - For those thinking of paying off a credit card or maybe a car loan, Kingdom Advisors 

President Rob West gave some great advice to get started. 

 

1/7/21 - Rob West told you how to use your emergency fund and how not to.  He advised on how 

to think of your savings as a piggy bank not a cash cow or you’re just setting yourself up for 

trouble. 

 

1/20/21 - Proverbs 6 tells us it doesn’t take a genius to save, yet so many people have trouble 

even getting started and live paycheck-to-paycheck. Rob West gave advice on how to break that 

cycle. 

 

2/4/21 - Rob West gave some helpful tips on selling stuff online, on how to get serious about 

turning your unused items into cash over the Internet, and what you’ve got to know how 

and where to do it.  

 

2/12/21 - Rob West and Steve Moore gave a checklist of documents you need to complete to 

protect your estate from probate.  They discussed the need for a will, and what can happen if you 

die without a will. 
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2/18/21 - Rob West explained how to cancel your credit card the right way, while minimizing the 

impact on your credit score. 

 

2/22/21 - Rob West and Steve Moore gave some tips about what you should do if you’re still 

waiting for a stimulus payment from the government, or need to return a payment you weren’t 

due. 

 

2/24/21 - Rob West and Steve Moore talked to those who might be tempted to think that flipping 

houses, and explained why flipping a house is never easy and gave a list of ways to keep a house 

flip from going wrong. 

 

3/4/21 - With millions of people now working from home for the first time, Rob West and Steve 

Moore gave some ways to determine if you qualify for the home office deduction which could 

help you save on your 2020 tax bill. 

 

3/16/21 - It’s no fun getting stuck with a lemon when shopping for a used car.  Rob West and 

Steve Moore gave some advice to help you be prepared for your next vehicle purchase. 

 

3/30/21 - The economic impact of COVID has changed the way some of us have handled our 

401Ks.  Rob West and Steve Moore talked about how the pandemic may have affected your 

retirement savings. 

 

3.  The moral decline of America.  
 

Family Life Today 

 

2/1-2/21 - Have you or someone you love been swept up in the influence of pornography? Dave 

and Ann Wilson talked with Dr. Joe Rigney, author of "More Than a Battle," about how to find 

healing. 

 

3/18/21 - Dave and Ann Wilson talked with author and speaker, Sharon Hersh, about her book, 

"Belonging," and the life of addiction she knew needed God's healing. 

 

Family Talk 

 

1/14-15/21 - Dr. William Lile described the dangerous new trend of increasing prescription 

“abortion pills.”  This drug, which is sold in a simple capsule, could soon become a mail-order 

prescription, easily accessed without any true medical supervision and becoming widespread 

across the country. Dr. Clinton explained the psychological effects that abortion has on the 

mother and father who choose to abort their baby.  

 

2/11/21 - Janet Porter discussed the premise of the “Heartbeat Bill” : If a heartbeat is detected, 

the baby is protected against being aborted. In Janet’s latest book, A Heartbeat Away, she 

predicts that the Heartbeat Bill will eventually pierce the heart of Roe v. Wade.  


